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The widespread use of modern information technology not only saves tax costs, 
but also improves the quality and efficiency of taxation management. China's tax 
information technology has made remarkable achievements, the first nation-wild 
taxation management system ‘Golden Tax III’ has been fully implemented. It relies on 
the computer network, having general administration and provincial bureau highly 
centralized processing information, and covering all taxes, all work links, the state 
taxation bureau and networking with relevant departments. Including four subsystems 
such as taxation business, administration, external information, decision support, it’s a 
functional, coordinated and efficient, information sharing, strict monitoring, security 
and stability, and strongly ensured tax management information system. At the same 
time, how to maintain and develop the tax function with local characteristics on the 
basis of the unified tax system platform, to promote efficient and accurate tax 
management, but also to study and practice. 
This topic mainly focuses on how to design and implement a Characteristic Tax 
Business management information system which complements ‘Golden Tax III’. It 
firstly analyzes the present situation of tax information construction and the content of 
this research. Second, the dissertation introduces the relevant technology, including the 
conceptual principle and functional characteristics of LeoStudio Architecture Platform. 
Also, the dissertation gives a requirements analysis, overall design, database design and 
detailed design for tax business such as social security management, stocked house 
management, tax reminding management, electronic signature, employment security 
for disabled people, trade union funds. Last, it shows the implement of each subsystem 
as well as test instructions. 
The dissertation offers the design and development of the Characteristic Tax 
Business management information system, which meets software requirements of 















other taxation management information system. 
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